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2022 Utility Marketing 
Must-Dos and How to 
Drive Measurable Results
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Select Energy & Sustainability Experience
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Your Roadmap

• The three-pronged approach to conquering transportation electrification 

• Innovative tactics and segmentation to reach low-income customers

• Energy efficiency customer experiences: Be the Heart, Not the Cart®

• Trends in media consumption and how to make the most of your 

marketing dollars

• The lingering effects of COVID-19 on marketing priorities

What we’ll cover during this 30-minute session
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All Things EV

Charging infrastructures Consumer education 
and awareness

Employee engagement 
and incentives

In 2022, you need to plug your business into:



Who’s Jumping into EVs and Who’s Hesitant?  

Incentives still drive 
consumer activity.

Federal tax credit incentives 

help to reduce the 

cost differential for EVs.Combined $77 billion investment during the 

next five years in a global race to launch new EVs.

OEMs are ramping up.

(35 million EVs predicted by 2030)

Range anxiety is real.

1.8 million EVs on U.S. roads today. 

Only 41,000 public charging stations.

Consumer attitudes matter.
Buying an EV with their next purchase?

4% 
Plan to

27% 
Would consider

29% 
Would not consider



Four National Grid Campaigns.
One Mission.



SECTION 1 

Empowering Businesses 
to “Take-Charge”



The “Take-Charge” Campaign
Landing Page







The “Take-Charge” Campaign
Nurture Email Series



Campaign Results

*FB/INSTA was leveraged as awareness tactic. Customers were in learning phase, 

downloaded content, but were not ready to convert. 

Consumers exceeded open and click-through rates.

+56%
Average LinkedIn 

InMail open rate 

vs. benchmark

4,981
New users to website

3,273
Leads from 

lead-gen campaign

+31%
Average paid search 

CTR vs. benchmark

-91%*

CPC vs. benchmark

5Xs
Average email CTR 

vs. benchmark

Highest engagement in 

municipal vertical 

(CTR 8X benchmark)



SECTION 2 

Celebrating EV Drivers



The “Plug & Play” Campaign
Email and Banner Ads
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The “Plug & Play” Campaign
Email, Social and Direct Mail 



The “Plug & Play” Campaign
Drive Green and Marketplace Website Creative



v

Results

6,913,165
Total campaign impressions

18,930
Landing page sessions

14,575
New users

428
Incremental vehicles sold

16,478
Metric tons of CO2 avoided

CO2

Millions of people plugged in.



SECTION 3 

Putting New Eyes on EVs





Campaign Results
More than three million social media impressions in just five months.

Facebook 

CTR

3X
Industry benchmark

Twitter 

CTR

7X
Industry benchmark

Programmatic 

CTR

8X
Industry benchmark

Road Trip 

social drove

>10X
Average click-

through rate

Programmatic 

drove

>7,000
View-through visits

Campaign 

drove

275%
Increased 

web sessions



SECTION 4 

Bringing EVs 
to Employees



Talk the Talk. Drive the Drive.
An internal campaign that created authentic advocacy.



430+
National Grid employees that 

have taken advantage of 

program incentives

124
Charging ports installed at 

27 National Grid locations

Improved
Employee perception of 

company and satisfaction

Campaign Results
Charged morale and hundreds of employee EVs.



Innovation to Reach Low-Income Customers

Behavioral Segmentation Mobile First Webinars, Games & 
Advocacy



Targeting Low-Income Customers

Deploy a mix of communications tactics to  ensure you’re hitting all customers at different demographics and technology adoption. 

Bill inserts Posters

Hang at low-income apartment 

complexes, neighborhood 

bodegas, community centers, 

food pantries, etc.

PSAs

Both TV and radio to widen 

reach and connect with 

older customers.

Regional weekly print ads Google AdWords 

Search engine marketing

Email 

Segment based on 

personas/demographics.

• Create targeting buckets 

Example: 

widowed/divorced, 

retirees, single adults, 

daily dealers/customers.

• Integrate customer arrears 

data.

Video assets 

For social media and other 

digital advertising

To-dos in 2022



Technology Adoption for Low-Income Americans

www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/05/07/digital-divide-persists-even-as-lower-income-americans-make-gains-in-tech-adoption/

Smartphone-friendly content is a smart idea.

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/05/07/digital-divide-persists-even-as-lower-income-americans-make-gains-in-tech-adoption/


Targeting Low-Income Customers
To-dos in 2022

Customer Advocate
A concierge-like approach to helping 

low-income customers understand a 

program and help explain its benefits, 

how to qualify, etc. 

Webinars
Educational presentations about the 

value and benefits and step-by-step 

process for taking action.

Gamification
Media usage research shows that low-

income customers primarily visit social 

media sites to play games. Leverage 

this behavior by developing a game or 

quiz to spark a relationship or action.



Be the                ,   

®

not the





Brand as Friend®



It’s not a savings story.
It’s a spending story.



Help customers see the value of their
relationship with energy.



Know Them



Utilities Play a Role in Personal Wellness
Two-thirds believe in the idea that optimizing energy efficiency in the 
home can contribute to better health and overall well-being.

Base: All Respondents (n=499)

Q10. How believable do you find this statement?

“Utilities offer a range of energy 

efficiency solutions related to better 

heating, cooling, lighting and air quality 

within the home. There has been 

significant research around the idea 

that optimizing these areas in the 

home can contribute to better health 

and overall well-being.”

93%



Air Quality Can Pave the Way for More

The U.S. market for indoor air quality (IAQ) 

should grow from $9.6 billion in 2018 

to $12.2 billion 
by 2023.

North America Smart Residential Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Market 2024

“In-home air quality has a significant 

impact on my overall health and wellness.”

81% of respondents 
cite this as a 
believable statement.



Where the 2022 Consumers 
Are and Where They’re Going



Consumers Are 
Tuned in for 
More Time

Since 2012, total time spent 

consuming media has increased 

by ~5 hours per day.

• New media channels

• Consumption overlap

• New devices and technology



The Evolution of Media



The Future Calls for Mobile

Time on mobile 

has surpassed 

PC/laptop/tablet, 

with the gap 

widening as we 

look at younger 

demographics.
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The Lingering Effects of COVID-19

• Bill assistance focus continues

• Health and wellness are key

• Fluid, fast and flexible channel selection

• Empathy is the strategic imperative

• DEI leadership



Key Takeaways for 2022 

• Lean into all things EV  

• Use innovation to reach low-income customers 

• Be the heart, not the cart®

• Leverage consumer media trends 

• Be sensitive to Covid-19’s lingering effects



Stephanie Crockett 

President and Chief Operating Officer

315.413.4355

scrockett@mower.com

mower.com


